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Learn the ancient art of the grill from a true gaucho. Join Chef Evandro Caregnato on a culinary

journey to discover the authentic Gaucho way of living and their rustic traditional style of grilling

meats called Churrasco. A native gaucho who grew up in Rio Grande do Sul, the birthplace of

churrasco, Chef Caregnato has been the culinary director for the award-winning churrascaria Texas

de Brazil since 1998. In Churrasco: Grilling the Brazilian Way, Caregnato shares stories of how the

gauchos from southern Brazil prepare and cook meats over open fire, as well as over 70 savory

recipes from his hometown and Texas de Brazilâ€™s restaurants that have never been released

before. Featuring 216 pages of recipes, stories and over 100 mouth-watering photographs,

Churrasco: Grilling the Brazilian Way teaches how to master the art of churrasco like a South

American cowboy and shows why so many people are falling in love with picanha, chimichurri and

caipirinhas!
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Evandro Caregnatoâ€™s restaurant experience began at the Churrascaria Caregnato, his

grandfatherâ€™s restaurant, where he worked in his teens, but his cooking experience began long

before that, learning about churrasco cooking in the traditional Brazilian way: watching his father,

grandfather, and uncles grill traditional churrasco dishes. He opened Texas de Brazil in 1998, and is

now Culinary Director of the restaurantâ€™s more than 40 locations.



So I recently ate at the restaurant Texas De Brazil and was so impressed with the food that I just

had to have this cookbook! I'm absolutely thrilled over it! It has the recipes for all the different meats

we ate that day in the restaurant as well as that fabulous Lobster bisque I had. Its very informative in

the beginning about the different skewers to use for which cuts of meat. The special grill used to

cook the meats, it has very detailed instructions on how to build your own, which my husband and I

really loved because we are already planning on building it now! It also has instructions on how to

build a 4 cross spit. This food is amazing using these recipes at home, just as it was in the

restaurant! I'd buy this again if anything ever happened and have strongly recommended it to family

and friends that love to grill, have been to the restaurant and loved it, or just like to try new and good

food! This cookbook is absolutely amazing and saying I highly recommend it doesn't even cover

how much I love this cookbook and food and think anyone should try it!

We love to eat at Texas de Brazil and the manager recommended this book to us when we were

asking him how they cook their beef rib. We have tried several recipes and are very happy with the

results. Of course nothing beats the atmosphere of actually going to the restaurant but when we are

craving smoked and grilled Meats this book is a perfect reference for us. Just make sure you heed

their advice and get the proper cuts of meat from a quality butcher.

i go to brazil alot, and the many thing i love about their food was answered in this book. in america,

we don't use wine to cook our roasted chicken but it adds so much flavor,

Giving to my daughter tomorrow for her b-day!She is a BIG FAN & love's Texas de Brazil in

downtown Fort Worth...took her & her husbandthere last year for her b-day. Absolutely

FANTASTIC!!

Great instructions for preparing and grilling meat in this particular method. The only difficulty is in the

limited number of butchers available who are willing to supply the cuts of meat suggested for the

desired results.

I love all things Brazilian BBQ and this was a great addition to my tools.

Ok book i like more pictures!



Great, fast and as described... Excellent experience. !!!!!!!!!!!
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